BASIC REQUIREMENTS FOR ALL HORSE MOVEMENTS FROM THE INFECTED AREA INTO AN AFRICAN HORSE SICKNESS ZONE OF HIGHER CONTROL

Passport
- approved by State Vet Boland for movement purposes
- ID page completed by veterinarian

AHS vaccinations
- CANNOT be <40 days
- AND CANNOT be >24 months ago
- MUST be performed by veterinarian

State Vet PERMIT
- confirmation of no AHS cases at origin

HEALTH CHECK by private vet
- WITHIN 48 hrs PRIOR to movement
- completed in APPROVED passport

PRENOTIFICATION of movement to SV Boland
- prenote@myhorse.org.za
- WITHIN 48 hrs prior to movement

MOVEMENT APPLICATION
- ALL movements to a zone of higher control require a movement application to be sent to State Vet (SV) Boland
- Complete application form
- Email to Movement Committee
  move@myhorse.org.za

NOTE: Movement applications received on the day of movement will NOT be considered unless in the case of MEDICAL emergencies

DOCUMENTS TO MOVE WITH
- Approved horse passport with AHS vaccination and health check info included
- State Vet Permit
- Any concession documents

AHS Control Zones

Infected Area - Rest of South Africa

Protection Zone

Surveillance Zone

Free Zone

least control
most control